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 STACKING LOGS
impLied directionaLity

NOTCHING LOGS
reveaLs Layers of the tree

TREE TRUNK LAYERS
Layers offer irreguLarity in response to notching



INTERSECT AT END NOTCHES
notches at ends aLLow for connections

STACKING IN ONE DIRECTION
cut away of Log aLLows for stacking

VERTICAL ENDS
horizontaL stacking creates spines



POLAR ARRAY
moduLes array around centraL node 

INTERRUPT AT NODES
Layers are disturbed at nodes

LAYERING
concentric rings irreguLarLy offset 



ARRAY INTO SPINES
horizontaL stacking creates spines

PEEL AwAY LAYERS
notching away reveaLs Layers beneath

INTERSECT AT SHAFT NOTCHES
notching at shaft aLLows for intersections



bUILDING bLOCK



COmbINED RULES

step 02

step 03

step 01

mODULE CONCEPT

each Layer of the 
moduLe “notched” away 
separateLy reveaLing the 
Layers beneath.



bUILDING bLOCK | DIAmETER
parameter 01a

bUILDING bLOCK | LAYER THICKNESS
parameter 01b



CUT CYLINDER | DIAmETER
parameter 02a

CUT CYLINDER | LAYER THICKNESS
parameter 02b

cut cyLinder cut cyLinder



CUT CYLINDER | LOCATION
parameter 03

cut cyLinder



Large diameter | cut middLe | medium cut offset

medium diameter | cut middLe | smaLL cut offset

smaLL diameter | cut middLe | Large cut offset

smaLL diameter | cut bottom | Large cut offset

smaLL diameter | cut bottom | Large cut offset

smaLL diameter | cut middLe | smaLL cut offset

Large diameter | cut bottom | medium cut offset

smaLL diameter  | cut middLe | Large cut offset

Large diameter | cut top | smaLL cut offset



CUT CYLINDER | TAPERED CUT 
parameter 04

cut cyLinder



STRAIGHT CUT
cut cyLinder is straight 

SLANTED TAPER CUT
cut cyLinder is tapered and sLanted



bUILDING bLOCK AGGREGATIONS



verticaL stacking - Long verticaL stacking - short



verticaL stacking - Long verticaL stacking - short



horizontaL stacking - Long horizontaL stacking - short



horizontaL stacking - Long horizontaL stacking - short



verticaL stacking - medium verticaL stacking - shortverticaL stacking - Long



horizontaL stacking - medium horizontaL stacking - shorthorizontaL stacking - Long



horizontaL stacking - medium horizontaL stacking - shorthorizontaL stacking - Long



verticaL stacking - mediumverticaL stacking - Long verticaL stacking - short



FINAL 3D PRINTS



PLAN
waLL 3d print

ELEVATION
waLL 3d print

4”

2”

3”



PLAN
cyLinder 3d print

ELEVATION
cyLinder 3d print

4”

3”

4”



PLAN
cone 3d print

ELEVATION
cone 3d print

4”4”

4”


